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How Zurich Insurance Relies on Locatee
During the COVID-19 Pandemic
Offices all over the world are currently shuttered due to the COVID-19 pandemic. This
results in various challenges for corporate real estate and facilities managers, ranging
from how to maintain an unused office space to monitoring the number of people
still working from the office. Zurich Insurance developed its own strategy to master
this situation by using the relevant data provided by Locatee.

Daily reports as a requirement
At their headquarters in Zurich, people in charge
of business-critical tasks or events are currently still
working from the office, while everyone else is urged
to work from home. In order to be able to comply with
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Locatee Analytics – Timeline View with Daily Peaks
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Outlook
Already anticipating the return of employees to the
office, Patrick Preisendanz also plans to use Locatee’s
data to monitor this future process with the same colour
system – this time in reverse. Most probably, there will
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Insurance is now able to start improving operational

to go back to office work, including staggered office
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hours. Monitoring this successive process will be key for

resources can be reduced and unused devices such as

a successful return to business as usual.

coffee machines can be shut down.

«Locatee data took a lot of importance during the last weeks and was needed in
order to implement the necessary measures taken by the management.»
PATRICK PREISENDANZ
CAFM Specialist, Corporate Real Estate & Workplace Services, Zurich Insurance

Can we support you and your business during the
COVID-19 pandemic?
Locatee is the open platform enabling occupantoriented office buildings.

We look forward to hearing from you.
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